About the CASC Program
Certificate of Applied Spiritual Counselling
Welcome to the iNtuitive Times Institute (NTI), the seminary program for the Open International
Interfaith Ministry (OIIM). NTI and OIIM celebrate the many faces of the Divine as seen in the
world’s diverse spiritual traditions. NTI provides a vehicle for training professional, skilled
Interfaith Ministers and Spiritual Arts Practitioners.
We are pleased to be able to offer to qualified students the CASC Apprentice Program. The CASC
Program offers professional skills that are simply not part of most spiritual or healing arts training
programs. We seek students who have a calling to be of service sharing their spiritual gifts and
who have a passion for elevating the credibility and trustworthiness of the healing/spiritual arts.
The CASC program is offered through:
 620 training hours of distance education training
 6-10 day residency in Prince Edward Island, Canada and elsewhere when requested by
eight or more students – 100 training hours
 500 training hours of apprenticeship
 300 training hours of personal development workshops or courses
 Weekly hour long video-learnings – 10 training hours each.
The benefits of attending NTI:
 Being part of a professional Interfaith/Interspiritual community with ongoing support.
 Professional status as Registered Spiritual Apprentices, Practitioners and/or Ministers.
 Eligibility for membership in professional associations whose members provide
naturotherapist (n.d,)/naturopathic treatments. This allows most clients to benefit from
their extended health care plans when receiving your services. Please check the
regulations on n.d qualifications in your province as they have changed in recent years.
 As NTI is a registered Canadian Federal HRSDC Certified Training Institute, you are
allowed an educational exemption on your personal taxes (tax credit based on tuition fees
plus monthly allowance for part-time study and texts - for 2012 this was 15% tax credit
of tuition fees paid plus $140 a month for studying part time and texts).
 Extensive mentoring from experienced Practitioners/Ministers.
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 Graduates are invited to contribute as Associate Professors in their area of specialization.
 Graduates are eligible to be listed in the OIIM online Registry.

The Five Modules of the CASC Program:
CASC Module I Distance Education Requirements: Intro to Interfaith Spiritual Counselling & Helping
– 180 hours of training ...................................................................................................................3
Module I: Dean Justin MacArthur NTIInterfaithStudies@gmail.com ............................................................... 3
Course: COUN A-100-6 Basic Helping Skills ................................................................................................. 3
Course: COUN A-101-6 Basics of Counselling .............................................................................................. 3
Course: COUN A-102-2 Good Grief ............................................................................................................. 4
Course: SPR A-200-2 The Spirituality of Ethics ............................................................................................. 4
Course: SPR A-201-2 The Spiritual Nature of Being Human ......................................................................... 4

CASC Module II Distance Education Requirements: Intro to Interfaith Ministering/Being of Service –
160 hours of training ......................................................................................................................4
Module II: Dean Rev. Phil Waldrop phwaldrop@optonline.net and pwaldrop@cbkna.com ............................ 4
Course: MIN A-900-3 Volunteer Internship I ............................................................................................... 5
Course: SPR A-203-4 Personal Development from an Interfaith Spiritual Perspective ................................. 5
Course: SPR A-204-6 Spirituality Thesis I ..................................................................................................... 5
Course: MIN A-912-3 Ethics of Interfaith Pastoral Counselling in OIIM ........................................................ 5

CASC Module III Distance Education Requirements: Intro to Interfaith Spiritual/Energy Healing - 160
hours of training ............................................................................................................................6
Module III: Dean Rev. Debra Lynn Sinclair dgsinclair50@yahoo.com .............................................................. 6
Course: WELL A-300-3 Holistic Wellness ..................................................................................................... 6
Course: WELL A-301-4 Vibrational Medicine I ............................................................................................. 6
Course: WELL A-302-3 Mind Body Processes .............................................................................................. 7
Course: SPHEAL A-800-6 Interfaith Energy Work/Spiritual Healing.............................................................. 7

CASC Module IV Distance Education Requirements: Intro to Interfaith Mediumship/Connect to
Spirit – 120 training hours ..............................................................................................................8
Module IV: Dean Rev. Barry King NTIInterfaithStudies@gmail.com .............................................................. 8
Course: SPR A-205-2 Visualization and Affirmations - Thoughts are Things ................................................. 8
Course: NPSY A-410-3 Introduction to Psychic Studies ................................................................................ 8
Course: OSIDE A-600-2 Research on Life After Death I ................................................................................ 9
Course: OSIDE A-601-2 Angels, Spirit Guides and Helpers ......................................................................... 10
Course: REL A-500-3 Many Paths, One Truth ~ Love Thy Neighbour I ........................................................ 10

CASC Module IX Residency Requirements: 100 training hours ....................................................... 10
Module IX: Dean Rev. Barry King NTIInterfaithStudies@gmail.com .............................................................. 10
NTI Associate & Affiliate Professors and Guest Speakers: ......................................................................... 10

For further information contact us at:
Mail: 32 Greenwood Drive, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
Canada C1C 1J3
Phone: (902)629-1385
E-mail: NTIInterfaithStudies@gmail.com
Website: www.OIIM.net
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CASC Module I Distance Education Requirements: Intro to
Interfaith Spiritual Counselling & Helping – 180 hours of training
MODULE I: DEAN JUSTIN MACARTHUR NTIINTERFAITHSTUDIES@GMAIL.COM
MODULE I FOCUS: This module focuses on giving you the basic professional tools for counselling
and helping. There is a great deal of research in this field that you can benefit from related to being
of service to clients and congregants. In addition, this module gives you the opportunity to reflect
on your perceptions of human nature and the difference between helping a friend and being a
helping professional. This module gives you the basic skills to enter the upper level Interfaith
Spiritual Counselling diploma program (RSPc) upon completion of the CASC program.

Course: COUN A-100-6 Basic Helping Skills
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Theory and experiential exercises introduce the human services field and the basics
of integrative helping skills such as: reflection, clarification, questioning, empathy and listening skills.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Are the helping professions for you?; Getting the most from your training; The helper
in the helping process; Values and the helping relationship; Common concerns facing beginning helpers;
Self-exploration and personal growth; Managing stress; Dealing with professional burnout; Ethical
dilemmas; Effective Counselling; Professional behaviour; The Counselling process; The helping
relationship; Interviewing skills; Empathy; Goal setting and action planning; Working in difficult
situations; and Assertiveness.

Course: COUN A-101-6 Basics of Counselling
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An introduction to the field of counselling: client issues, counsellor information,
selected theories, useful forms and phone numbers.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Client Issues: Aging, AIDS/HIV, anger, anxiety, birth order, parenting, boundaries,
career counselling, child abuse and neglect, death and dying, depression, divorce, domestic violence,
dreams, eating disorders, sexual orientation issues, personality disorders, sexual abuse, substance abuse and
suicide.
Counsellor Information: Case notes, consultation, couple and family systems, developing your own
approach, DSM-IV-TR use, ethics, genograms, human growth and development, assessment,
psychopharmacology, social and cultural considerations, supervision and testifying in court.
Overview of Selected Theories: Adlerian approach, Behavioural approach, Brief/Solution-Focused
Approach, Existential approach, Gestalt approach, Person-Centered approach, Psychoanalytical approach,
Rational Emotive Therapy approach, Reality/Choice Therapy approach and Systems approach.
Useful Forms and Phone Numbers: case notes, consent for audio/video taping, consent for commun-ication,
disclosure statement, excuse from work or school, intake, internship log, limits of confidentiality, group
counselling, no-suicide contract, referral for services, release of information, report for information, suicide
assessment checklist, termination summary, treatment plan, frequently called numbers/hotlines.
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Course: COUN A-102-2 Good Grief
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An introduction to the 5 stages of grief and healthy ways to deal with grief and
loss.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Preparing for death; Denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance; Complicated
grief; Identifying bereavement resources; Hope; Practical ideas for the different developmental stages of
kids, teens and adults; Loss as a catalyst for growth and understanding; How can friends help?; Funerals;
Letting go; and Resources.

Course: SPR A-200-2 The Spirituality of Ethics
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An introduction to the ethics of helping relationships.
TOPICS INCLUDED: What is ethics?; Special considerations for non-ordinary states of consciousness; Ethical
issues pertaining to non-ordinary states of consciousness; A model for examining our vulnerabilities; How
each of the energy centres (the 7 major chakras) relate to client and therapist needs; Vulnerabilities to
unethical behaviour; Keys to professional ethical behaviour; Expanding ethical consciousness in
community building; and Creating personal ethical guidelines.

Course: SPR A-201-2 The Spiritual Nature of Being Human
COURSE DESCRIPTION: A reflective process of considering the nature of being human.
TOPICS INCLUDED: The stages of growth toward full humanness; Some vital views on the fully functioning
person; Growing as a fully functioning person; The challenge to your fully functioning personhood; and
Creating your own basic assumptions about the nature of who we are as human beings.

MODULE I DISTANCE EDUCATION CREDIT HOURS = 18
180 HOURS OF TRAINING
CASC Module II Distance Education Requirements: Intro to
Interfaith Ministering/Being of Service – 160 hours of training
MODULE II: DEAN REV. PHIL WALDROP PHWALDROP@OPTONLINE.NET AND
PWALDROP@CBKNA.COM
MODULE II FOCUS: This module focuses on giving you the basic professional tools for ministering
and being of service from an Interfaith/Interspiritual perspective. There is a great deal of research
in the field exploring the therapeutic values of qualities such as kindness, reverence, compassion,
integral spirituality, discernment, diversity and the Interspiritual and Interfaith perspectives that
we can benefit from when being of service to clients and congregants. In addition, this module
gives you the opportunity to reflect on your perception of what it means to be Interfaith and the
difference between traditional faith paths and the Interfaith faith path/ Interspiritual perspective.
This module provides you with the basic skills to enter the upper level dual diploma program:
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Interfaith Ordained Minister and Spiritual Direction diploma program (RSPd/OM) upon
completion of the CASC program.

Course: MIN A-900-3 Volunteer Internship I
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Each student will be required to volunteer in any setting preferably doing
spiritual/pastoral work, for 30 hours. A log of the hours (signed by the site supervisor) and a description of
and reflection on the work will be an integral part of the course.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Teamwork, getting along; The joy in giving; Developing or promoting a sense of
community; and Note-taking; etc.

Course: SPR A-203-4 Personal Development from an Interfaith Spiritual
Perspective
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Reflections on spirituality and how it can impact the individual in their perception
of their life and the world they live in.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Rest, Leisure, Play, Recreation ; Sexuality and Spirituality; Energy and Spirituality; An
exploration of human perception beyond the five senses; The values of the soul - harmony, co-operation,
sharing and reverence for Life; Authentic power - the alignment of the personality with the soul; Discerning
guides and teachers; Exploring why incarnations? - its meaning and to participate in it wisely; Daily
meditations on living wisely; What is Spiritual Practice?; The Energy Wheel; Conflict - stress, worry, anger
and meditation; Stagnation - boredom, failure and discouragement; Inspiration - ambition, money and time;
Forgiveness and quitting; Accomplishment - control, generosity, gratitude and power; The Transformation
of Work; and Visualizing the Workplace as Sacred.

Course: SPR A-204-6 Spirituality Thesis I
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Exploration of the student’s personal spirituality and its impact on the student’s
Ministry and/or practise, ability to be of service and the focus of one’s Ministry.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Writing an 8-10 page thesis, as a potential OIIM Lay/Licensed or Ordained Minister,
Registered Spiritual Arts Practitioner (Spiritual Counsellor, Spiritual Healer, Spiritual Medium or Spiritual
Director) on "How May I Be of Service Within OIIM and to the Interfaith Movement?." We invite you to
seek the greatest overlap of service to humanity, others, the planet, the Interfaith Movement and OIIM.

Course: MIN A-912-3 Ethics of Interfaith Pastoral Counselling in OIIM
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Explorations of the student’s own set of ethics within the broader spiritual context
laid out in SPR A-200-2. Students will explore specific case scenarios as well as explore ways to promote
professionalism in the field through the commitment to their professional code of ethics.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Ethical decision making, values and the helping relationship; Boundary issues and
multiple relationships; The nature of spiritual counselling in an Interfaith Ministry; The spiritual
counsellor’s qualities and training; Spiritual counselling boundaries - distinction between spiritual
counselling and other helping professions, appropriate referrals, physical and psychological boundaries in
spiritual counselling; The spiritual counsellor’s relationship - respect for individual conscience, goals of
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spiritual counselling, environment, confidentiality, exceptions to confidentiality, setting goals, termination;
Why spiritual counselling in an Interfaith Ministry; Relationship with other professionals and relationship
to the community; and Looking at different types of case studies.

MODULE II DISTANCE EDUCATION CREDIT HOURS = 16
160 HOURS OF TRAINING
CASC Module III Distance Education Requirements: Intro to
Interfaith Spiritual/Energy Healing - 160 hours of training
MODULE III: DEAN REV. DEBRA LYNN SINCLAIR DGSINCLAIR50@YAHOO.COM
MODULE III FOCUS: This module focuses on giving you the basic professional tools necessary for
energy, spiritual and vibrational healers. Many of these therapies are taught purely from an
experiential point of view. Although this is good from a personal development perspective, a
practitioner wanting to work from a professional context needs a stronger professional foundation
to support clients and congregants. There is a great deal of research in this field that we can benefit
from when providing healing ministry services to clients and congregants. In addition, this module
gives you the opportunity to explore serious, solid, scientific research in vibrational medicine,
healing therapies and holistic health. This module prepares you for entrance to the upper level
Interfaith Spiritual and Energy Healing diploma program (RSPh) upon completion of the CASC
program.

Course: WELL A-300-3 Holistic Wellness
COURSE DESCRIPTION: A general overview of the field of complementary therapies and holistic wellness.
TOPICS INCLUDED: The effects that environment and diet can have on our health; Sensitivities;
Environmental or multi chemical sensitivities; The Total Load theory; Suggestions on how to reduce the
presence of dis-ease and achieve optimal health; Holistic insights to chronic wellness issues; Holistic
wellness choices for improved quality of life; Alternative Medicine: Scientific Approaches - Conventional
Medicine, Naturopathic Medicine, Herbal Medicine, Vitamins and Supplements, Diet and Fads,
Homeopathy; The Healing Arts: Chinese Medicine, Acupuncture, Chinese Herbal Medicine, Bodywork,
Therapeutic massage, Chiropractic, Movement Therapies, Cranial Osteopathy; Body/Mind Medicine:
Stress reduction, meditation, Yoga, Guided Visualization, Biofeedback, Positive Thinking; Body-Oriented
Psychotherapy, and Spiritual Approaches; How to use Alternative Medicine; and Recommendations by
Illness.

Course: WELL A-301-4 Vibrational Medicine I
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An in-depth look at energy work, therapies and research.
TOPICS INCLUDED: What is Vibrational Medicine? Vibrational Medicine and the Paths to Illness and
Wellness: Nutritional and environmental stressors, traditional Chinese medicine, chakra dysfunction and
the energetics of illness; The Multidimensional Road to Wellness: Taking care of the physical body; The
spiritual body; The role of consciousness in wellness; Thought forms; The higher self; and Our connection
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to the Divine Source.
Healing with Homeopathy: What is homeopathy?; How does it work?; What type of health issues benefit
from homeopathy?; Homeopathy remedies for first aid; and A trip to the homeopathic physician.
Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine: An Ancient Approach to Vibrational Healing - what is acupuncture
and how does it work?; A look at the different acupuncture approaches; What medical issues best respond
to acupuncture; and A trip to an acupuncture practitioner.
The Art of Healing with Flower Essences: The many forms of plant based therapies; What are flower
essences?; How do flower essences work?; The Bach Flower Remedies; The many varieties of flower
essences; and Flower essence therapy.
Healing with Colour and Light: Exploring light and colour therapies and theories and the use of the mind
in healing with light and colour.
Magnet-biology and the Art and Science of Magnetic Healing: History of magnetic therapies; The role in
healing; The bio-mechanisms by which magnetic fields may produce harmful or healing effects; Esoteric
aspects of magnetism; Specific magnetic approaches to healing; and Guidelines to personal use.
Radionics and Distant Healing: What is radionics?; The history of radionics; Hands-On Healing: Scientific
studies of bio-energy healing; How does it work?; The many varieties of laying-on-of-hands or healing
touch therapies; and Our own innate capacity to heal through touch.
Vibrational Medicine: It’s Implications for Personal and Global Spiritual transformation.

Course: WELL A-302-3 Mind Body Processes
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An in-depth look at body/mind processes and their effect on our well-being - body,
mind and spirit.
TOPICS INCLUDED: The Mind/Body Connection; The Relaxation Response; Exercise and Its Role in Tuning
Up Your Mind; Nutrition for good health; Stress Management - how thoughts affect wellness, feelings,
moods and attitudes; Coping and problem-solving; Communicating; Humour and joy; Special Issues Improving Your Sleep, Infertility and Women's Issues; Behavioural Medicine and Cancer;
Psychoneuroimmunology and HIV; and Cardiovascular Disease and Heart Health.

Course: SPHEAL A-800-6 Interfaith Energy Work/Spiritual Healing
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Exploration of spiritual/energy healing and its relationship to various energy
healing modalities. Calm Healing brings together modern science and ancient wisdom, representing the
next step in the paradigm shift toward complementary and alternative medicine. Combining meditation,
breathing, and healing practices, it offers non-invasive, drug-free techniques to complement allopathic
treatments of anxiety and stress disorders, chronic fatigue syndrome, cancer, heart problems, Alzheimer's,
and other conditions, as well as for childbirth and near-death care.
TOPICS INCLUDED:
The Transformational Process: Teachers - Marcel Vogel, Kirlian Photography, Valerie Hunt, Uri Geller,
Edgar Cayce, etc.; Energy and Experiments; Dream Analysis and Telepathy; Energy Healing and Transfer;
Meditation and Breath Control; Exercises and Techniques; Transformation; and Research in paranormal
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healing by Drs. Elmer and Alyce Green, Sr. Justa Smith, Dr. Bernard Grad and Delores Krieger.
A guide to a variety of holistic and alternative medicine treatments: with special focus upon the mind-body
connection and its power to improve cancer care, heart care, Alzheimer's care, childbirth care, and other
conditions. Chapters outline new models for the body and the healing process, cardio-awareness healing
systems, transformative compassionate breathing, the healing benefits of humor, the benefits of meditation,
and more.
Part reference, part self-teaching manual: Calm Healing cannot replace a doctor's attention but is brimming
with valuable recommendations and methodologies for harnessing one's own unconscious power to
promote a higher quality of life.

MODULE III DISTANCE EDUCATION CREDIT HOURS = 16
160 TRAINING HOURS
CASC Module IV Distance Education Requirements: Intro to
Interfaith Mediumship/Connect to Spirit – 120 training hours
MODULE IV: DEAN REV. BARRY KING NTIINTERFAITHSTUDIES@GMAIL.COM
MODULE IV FOCUS: This module focuses on giving you the basic professional tools for
mediumship, connecting to Spirit and accessing your intuition. The resources and teachings take
you beyond self-proclamation, giving you solidly researched skills to enhance your natural
intuitive abilities. There is a great deal of research in this field that you can benefit from to
effectively be of service to clients and congregants. In addition, this module gives you the
opportunity to reflect on, experience and validate your natural capacity to connect to Spirit. It also
explores what connecting to Spirit really means and how you can use this in your life, your practice
or your ministry. This module prepares you for entrance to the upper level Interfaith Spiritual
Mediumship: Connect to Spirit diploma program (RSPm) upon completion of the CASC program.

Course: SPR A-205-2 Visualization and Affirmations - Thoughts are
Things
COURSE DESCRIPTION: A general overview of the premise that thoughts are things as it infuses the field of
complementary therapies and holistic wellness.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Deciding what you need; Asking to receive in a beneficial way; Doing what is necessary
to receive your needs; Visualizing; Having faith; Having patience; Wisdom; Life principles; Living these
principles; The basics of creative visualization; Using creative visualization; Meditation and affirmations;
Special techniques; and Living creatively.

Course: NPSY A-410-3 Introduction to Psychic Studies
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An introduction and overview of paranormal phenomena and psychic studies. Study
of and overview of the main research done in the field of psychic studies.
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TOPICS INCLUDED:
Definition of Psychic: (including glossaries of terms and important bibliographies); Parapsychology - ESP
(telepathy, clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, psychometry, precognition, the difference between
precognition and premonitions, the Central Premonition Registry, retrocognition); Parapsychology Psychokinesis (psychic healing, levitation and poltergeists).
The Role of Skepticism: (dangers associated with parapsychology, endangering your spiritual life and
danger signs); The Critics of the Psychic (wariness of science, attitude of the Church, cautions, and anything
new is usually opposed).
The Contributions of Spiritualism: (declaration of the principles, what Spiritualism is and does, and
interesting notes); Parapsychology Through the Ages (birth of Modern Spiritualism, the Ghost Society, the
London Dialectical Society, the Psychological Society of Great Britain, the British Society for Psychical
Research, the American Society for Psychical Research, A New Era Begins, and Prominent People in the
Field); Natural Law Does Not Preclude Free Will; The Two Bodies of Being Human (the silver cord, outof-body experiences and near death experiences); What are Apparitions? (Deathbed apparitions, hauntings,
classic illustrations and auras).
The New Environment: (the next dimension, we reap what we sow, like attracts like); Life on The Other
Side; Our Welcome to The Other Side (the prime of life, thoughts are things, sudden or violent death,
suicide, recalling the past upon arrival and is there a Judgement Day?); What About Hell? (Earthbound
spirits and rescue operations).
What is a Medium? (Historically, two broad classes of mediums - mental and physical, characteristics of a
medium and why communicate with the Spirit world?); Trance; The Phenomena of materialization
(ectoplasm, apport, psychic photography and thoughtography); What is Automatic Writing? (Ouija board,
cross-correspondence and trivia); What are Book and Newspaper Tests? (Difficulties in communicating,
suggestions on how to sit with a medium, not all persons should sit with a medium, great mediums - past
and present - and personal testimonies); Possession and Exorcism.
Reincarnation: (the cons of reincarnation, the doctrine of karma and what is Deja Vu?).
Interpreting Dreams:
Educational Institutions: (those devoted to research, those devoted to parapsychology, spiritualism,
publications and where to find books).

Course: OSIDE A-600-2 Research on Life After Death I
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Exploration of the anecdotal and scientific evidence of the survival of the soul after
physical death.
TOPICS INCLUDED:
The Phenomena of Death, the Experience of Dying: Ineffability, hearing the news, feelings of peace and
quiet, the noise, the dark tunnel, out of the body, meeting others, the being of light, the review, the border
or limit, coming back, telling others, effects on lives, new views on death and corroboration.
Parallels: The Bible, Plato, the Tibetan Book of the Dead and Emanuel Swedenborg; Common Questions.
Alternative Explanations: Natural scientific explanations, physiological explanations, neurological
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explanations, psychological explanations; What to Do When You are Dead: You Are not the Body; The
Body of Light; Traveling in the Body of Light; What to Do if You Leave Your Body; Meditation - Practice
for the Real Thing; Moving Beyond the Earth Plane; Thoughts Have Wings; Spooks, Ghosts and the Earth
Plane; The World Beyond the Earth; the Journey to the Next World; the Experience of God; Your Last
Thoughts; The Cosmic Conscience; Judgement day; Angels Without Wings; Ready or Not; Suicide; Cosmic
Sleep and Healing; Places to Visit in the Afterlife; Pet Heaven; Children's Heaven; Angels and Devils; The
Angelic Realms; Relationships; The Group Soul; The Great Wheel of Birth and Death; Preparing for
Rebirth; The Causal World; and We are in Heaven Now.

Course: OSIDE A-601-2 Angels, Spirit Guides and Helpers
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Explore the many forms and manifestations of Spirit helpers.
TOPICS INCLUDED: The Treasure of Angelic Lore - Heavenly Hierarchy, Hell's Angels, Heaven's Above
and the Heresy; and An Endangered Species - eye witnesses, ancient encounters, modern encounters,
archaic memories, the shining ones, heavenly hypotheses and last judgement.

Course: REL A-500-3 Many Paths, One Truth ~ Love Thy Neighbour I
COURSE DESCRIPTION: An introduction to the idea and philosophy of ‘many paths, one truth...love they
neighbour.’ A primer to the Interfaith Movement.
TOPICS INCLUDED: What is the Interfaith Ministry?; The Spiritual path is a Path of Questions; Who’s Life
is It?; On the Topic of Miracles; The Chaos of Life is an Illusion; What Gifts Do I Have?; How Will I Be
of Service?; Each day Is a Gift!; You Are Changing the World; Today is the Tomorrow You Hoped for
Yesterday; The Cold Within; Why Am I Here?; On Death; ... and a Sample Interfaith Service.

MODULE IV DISTANCE EDUCATION CREDIT HOURS = 12
120 TRAINING HOURS
CASC Module IX Residency Requirements: 100 training hours
MODULE IX: DEAN REV. BARRY KING NTIINTERFAITHSTUDIES@GMAIL.COM

NTI Associate & Affiliate Professors and Guest Speakers:
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Your residency will be full of guest speakers, presenters, OIIM Board Members,
and NTI affiliate or associate professors that are grounded in training and expertise in this field.
TOPICS INCLUDED: Pastoral care, spiritual and healing modalities, rituals, ceremonies, weddings, funeral,
professional skills, psychic development and research…

Module IX Residency Credit Hours =100 training hours
Thank you for considering joining us on this Interfaith/Interspiritual Journey!
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